
   

       

  Old Enough To Know Better Gift Basket
 

£88.68 £79.81
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
Birthday Gift Baskets are a great fun gift to receive on your Birthday
and now you can send them their own little friend to share their
delicious Birthday Treats.  

  Product Options
 
   Cuddly Toy  (Any One)

          Giraffe + £0.00

          Lion + £0.00

          Snow Leopard + £0.00

Details
 
This is 1 of 5 original Birthday Gift Basket designs, hinting and suggesting, without being age nor gender specific. You can send these thoughtful
Birthday Gift Baskets for any Birthday Age Group, for every type of person’s Birthday. There is a wonderful absence of stereotypical monotony
associated with the Birthday industry’s data profiling. You can purchase these Gift Baskets safe in the knowledge, that they are good Birthday
ideas, but they will be deliciously appropriate. It just works - with every single person we could think of, the capacity to create their perfect
Birthday Gift Basket, thoughtfully personalised with a cuddly little Birthday Buddy as chosen by you was obvious. This gift was envisaged for
younger women in their teens, twenties and thirties, but it could just as easily appeal to an older man, perhaps somebody who likes the colour,
yellow or has their eye on a specific ingredient. The key attributes are the importance of receiving a professional premium finish product,
something which is brand quality, the visual coordination and the sheer choice and suitability of its application.. Essentially if these Birthday Gift
Baskets could be compared to an international brand that we are all familiar with, it would be Volkswagen in that they simply do everything
precisely, a premium feel without the premium pricing. Future drop downs in order to be viable will deviate from the generic concepts, but that’s
why we developed an entire range, to give you the Birthday Idea and the ability to act on it easily. 

Additional Information
 
Contents Keel Toys Pippins George the Giraffe Wax Lyrical Happy Birthday Candle Fresh Chocolate Iced Cake 400g

Willies 110g SingleEstate Champagne Praline Truffles Happy Birthday Chocolate GNAW 100g Swiss Lemon
Biscuit with Ginger&Chia Rhythm 108, 135g Chocolate Caramel Cups Deliciously Ella Love Raw Peanut
Butter Cups Ember Bitlong Beef Jerky Cheddar&Onion Hand Cooked Crisps Shindigs 40g FairTrade
Chocolate Mango slices by Forest Feast 150g Small White Wicker Basket
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